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Doubt kills dreams.
It makes us hesitate,
and it holds us back
from taking action
on issues that are
important.
In our city, a child
stumbled upon a
way to remove our
collective doubt.

I

t all started with that
picture book which a nineyear-old child came home
from school with one day.
He had written and illustrated
it himself and called it ‘The
Solution’.
On the first page, a matchstickboy with a big smile said: “Our
Earth. Smoke free”. The next
picture showed a little man
saying: “This problem is too big.”
Another saying: “Too expensive!” A third asking: “How will
it help if I stop when others are
not?”
A crowd of people with speechbubbles illustrated the endless
number of reasons people have
to not be doing anything about
the ‘Evil Smoke’.

The smiling matchstick-boy
stepped up on a chair and
replied: “No, it is not too big. No,
it is not too late. And the others
are doing a lot. The solution is…
right here!”
Continuing on the next page:
“If your lazy neighbour doesn’t
clean up all his garbage in front
of his house, does that mean
that you shouldn’t clean yours
up?”
The boy’s school caught on
to the idea. They invented
the concept of Solutionators,
created a website and a network
for them, promoted ‘Green Ninja’
arrangements, and organised
an annual competition between
local schools, where one clever
‘Solution Film’ after the other,
produced by smartphones, was

uploaded to Youtube, and where
the winner was honoured on
a collaborative a
 nd creative
‘Solution Day’.
Students really got into it.
Schools built gardens, chicken
houses and devices to generate
smoke-free e
 lectricity. The book
was published in thousands
of copies. Parents took it
home with them. A high school
produced a musical show called
‘The Solution’ which was a soldout event four days in a row.
It went on to the two universities
in town, where new courses,
and even new departments for
sustainability solutions were
launched and began feeding
innovative ideas and research
into the city’s solutions-builder
movement.

“What changes
our planet is
consciousness.
What creates
consciousness
is education.”
Bank of the P
 lanet

T

he next year, we made
our first ‘Solution
Week’ – a public event
where more or less the whole
city took part in the creation of
colourful displays of solutions
and ideas which were surrounded by great speeches and
music, entertainment, artistic
performances and exhibitions.
On the last day of the week, a
‘Walk-the-Talk’ parade ended in
a park where it dissolved into
a mixture of a market, a festival, a trade fair and a rally – all
about solutions and highlighting local food and drinks. It was
great fun. As if in a treasure
hunt, participants using their
GPS-phones would first “paint”
and then cross out the three
characters “CO2”, dotted on

“If you want
to go fast, go
alone. If you
want to go far,
go together.”
African proverb

to an online map of the city
streets as they walked, cycled,
or cruised in CO2-free vehicles
and waggons.
Some people dedicated
specific months where they
would be doing nothing else
but looking into solutions
and turning them into reality.
Unemployed young people as
well as retired people signed
up to become solutionators.
Musicians produced and published one song after the other
about a variety of solutions,
and about how our city was in
a great process of being transformed.
A weekly local radio show,
‘The Solution’, highlighted the
activities on air, and that local
radio station, as a side-effect,

became the first media house
in town running on 100 percent
smoke-free electricity.
“The solution is… right here!,”
we all said, and as it turned out,
yes, it was. We spoke The Solution into existence. We could do
that because we believed that
this was the right thing to do –
and that it wouldn’t actually be
hard or expensive.
This wasn’t just about longing
for something better. Smarter.
Cleaner. Nicer. It was also
about caring for each other.
Taking responsibility. Loving the
children and wanting to invest
in protecting their future.

“It’s been said that
the most c ommon
way that people give
up their power is by
thinking that they
don’t have any, but
we do. We have real
power, and it’s not
coal-fired or reactor
based. It’s community power.”
Dave Sweeney, the Australian
Conservation Foundation

W

e made a ‘Solution House’.
“If you want to know more,
come to the Solution House.”
It started like a combined library, café
and workshop where people could come
in from the street and recharge their
mobile devices free of charge, browse
through guides, manuals, toolboxes, and
get advice. How to get involved with renewable energy projects. Build your own
wind turbines, solar systems, or water
heaters from scratch. Or pick up some
advice on where to buy a share in the offshore wind farm near town – or the new
‘water battery’ up on the hill.
The local club of EV enthusiasts moved in
and transformed one old petrol car after
the other into solar powered vehicles
creating that reputed ‘EV grin’ which just
won’t come off an EV-driver’s face when

“Every time
you spend
money, you’re
casting a vote
for the kind
of world you
want.”
Anna Lappe

cruising through town in a car powered
free of charge on electricity from the sun.
All activities in that house were based on
individual action. We are all individuals; and
yet, we are connected.
It didn’t take long before we had the city
council behind us. The mayor came by
and liked our vision. The councillors saw
an opportunity for reviving the city, which
in many ways had reached a depressing
dead-end. The industrial sector was suffocating. Old manufacturing businesses
were closing down, adding to the already
high unemployment rates.
A Cleantech Innovations Group for
companies was established and with a
series of seminars and a survey, it created
a network of companies keen to make
themselves part of the solution. It became
an obvious move to expand the Solutions

“You cannot
run from your
problem. You
have to dance
with it.”
Vietnamese
proverb

House into a ‘Cleantech Hub’ for
companies as well: a physical place
to demonstrate new innovative
solutions.
Word got around that we were
actually in the business of saving
money for citizens. So we got busy.
We started producing things.
We launched a construction enterprise specialising in ‘green roofs’
and vertical ‘green walls’. We helped
planting fruit trees and vegetables in
the streets. We organised one crazy
pop-up ‘Better Block’ and ‘Lane Life’
event after the other, and Council
changed its attitude towards what
people were allowed to do in front
of their houses. Nature-strip food
gardens sprung up everywhere. A
windpowered icon for the city, ‘The
Sea Dragon’, was built at the waterfront.

Neighbours and friends started ‘Solution groups’
after work and school. ‘Solution boxes’ cropped
up in cafeterias and canteens. ‘I’m part of the
solution’-stickers were seen everywhere.
The city council all of a sudden managed to
find funds that had always been missing to
construct new bike paths to make it safe for
cyclists to move through the city. Lots of new
zebra-crossings were painted on the roads,
and the speed limit was reduced from 50 to 30
km/h all over city centre.

THE COPENHAGEN WHEEL
www.superpedestrian.com

Kids loved it. Walking, riding your own bike, or
sitting in front of a ‘Copenhagen Bike’ (cargo
bike) with a ‘Copenhagen Wheel’ – an engine
inside the wheel that runs on gravity and brakeenergy only – is a lot more fun than sitting buckled up on the back seat of your parents car.

THE SEA DRAGON
www.geelongseadragon.com

Photos from www.facebook.com/ClimateSafety and www.facebook.com/FossilFuelFreeFuture

I

t all came together. Much of it had
been there already, growing in the
shadows, developing underground and
in the fringes, struggling with doubt and
pessimism. Until that point, no one had
done something which was so simple that it
became clear to everyone that the solution
was not only possible – it was the only right
thing to do.
That simplicity made it possible to create a
broad, non-political – or cross-party – path
through that jungle of information and
propaganda which is out there, all the many
options and the heated debate between pro
and anti, young, old, woman, man, rich, poor…
Everyone could agree to this one.
We knew that if we could just get 10 percent
of our city to believe in The Solution – 10
percent of the individual citizens at ground
level – then we would succeed. We said ‘10
percent’ because scientists have found that

when just 10 percent of a population are deeply
committed to an idea, the idea will always be adapted by the majority of the society. Below 10 percent,
there is no visible activity. Above 10 percent, the
idea spreads like wildfire.
We said that our city had what it takes to become
a “solution” in itself, showcasing to the world how
it is possible to remove the doubt and cultivate a
people-powered transformation of the city’s energy
infrastructure. With help from kids, artists and eventmakers, we nurtured that kind of mind-shift that
opened up for The Solution. It’s face to face, person
to p
 erson, where real change begin to happen.
What’s more exciting is that now cities all over
the planet are copying our ideas. Every day we
get m
 essages about new places that will launch a
Solution House or a Solution Day. City by city, we are
transforming the planet.

Like this story? Then get started now – in YOUR city!

“We can endlessly get
lost in the c omplexity of
sustainable development,
but the key to
transformation
is simplicity itself.”
Jo Confino, The Guardian
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This booklet contains
inspiration and ideas as to
how we get started on the
collective journey.

We must continue
relentlessly to pursue and
implement non-polluting
solutions until that day
when the world again is
a safe place to live for all
living things and beings
on this planet.
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An increasing number of
individuals, businesses and
organisations have already
started to invest wholeheartedly in clean energy

and energy efficiency. They
are s
 howing the way as the
true champions of our time,
creating a people-powered
‘energy democracy’ reform
from the ground up.
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We can ripe economic
benefits from it, but individual action will not have

much effect on the climate
unless we are able to
inspire others to step into
action as well.
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The solution is clear:
cheaper and renewable
energy in a fossil fuel free
world. To become part
of that solution we must
educate ourselves – along
with those who are dear
to us – so we can make the
right choices. This is a personal journey which begins
with making up our minds.

